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Wireless microphone Puluz PU3150B Lavalier Type Wireless microphone Puluz PU3151B Lavalier Type Lightning

Puluz PU3150B Lavalier Type Lightning Wireless Microphone
Create  recordings  with  good  quality.  The  Puluz  omnidirectional  microphone  effectively  captures  360°  of  sound,  and  the  built-in  chip
eliminates ambient noise. It boasts a range of up to 20 meters and is compatible with iPhones and iPads. The receiver is equipped with a
Lightning  port  and  allows  you  to  record  and  charge  your  device  at  the  same  time.  In  addition,  a  special  clip  allows  you  to  clip  the
microphone to your clothing.
 
High quality sound without interference
The  Puluz  PU3151B  is  an  omnidirectional  microphone  that  picks  up  sounds  from  all  directions.  In  addition,  the  built-in  chip  reduces
ambient noise and interference, so you can record comfortably even in noisy environments.
 
Wireless operation
The Lavalier  microphone works wirelessly,  and thanks to plug & play,  you can quickly connect it  to a compatible device.  The 2.4 GHz
band provides a stable signal up to 10 meters outdoors,  and up to 20 meters indoors.  The 70 mAh lithium battery offers up to 5 h of
operation, and the included cable makes charging easy.
 
Compatible
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You will  successfully use the microphone during interviews, recording vlogs or live broadcasts. Its is iOS compatible, so you can easily
connect  it  to  your  iPhone  13,  iPhone  12,  iPhone  11,  iPad  Pro  11,  iPad  Pro  12.9  etc.  It  works  with  platforms  such  as  TikTok,  YouTube,
Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram and Facebook.
 
Included:
Microphone x2
Receiver
Charging cable x2
General
       
    
    
      Manufacturer
      Puluz
    
    
      Model
      PU3150B
    
    
      Color
      Black
    
    
      Microphone
       
    
    
      Chip
      2.4 GHz
    
    
      Microphone Sensitivity
      -35 dBm
    
    
      Sampling Frequency
      
        44.1 K (normal mode),
        32 K (noise reduction)
      
    
    
      Transmission Power
      max. 10 dBm
    
    
      Range
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        15-20 m (indoors, without obstacles),
        approx. 10 m (outdoors, without obstacles)
      
    
    
      Charging Port
      Lightning
    
    
      Material
      ABS
    
    
      Receiver
       
    
    
      Battery Capacity
      70 mAh (LIR1254)
    
    
      Power Consumption in Standby
      2.6 uA
    
    
      Power Consumption
      
        4 mA (power on without pairing with microphone);
        10 mA (power on and pairing with microphone);
        6 mA (silent mode)
      
    
    
      Charging Current
      70 mA
    
  

Price:

€ 23.00

Smartphone accessories, Cars, Phone mounts
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